AKRON
Tippecanoe Valley School Corporation
Tippecanoe Valley High School
Lacey Wise

“Save the Pollinators, Save the World” - learn the origin, evolution, and importance of beekeeping by travelling through California and Hawaii, taking beekeeping courses, exploring habitats and meeting with experts committed to the repopulation of pollinators

ANDERSON
Anderson Community Schools
COMPASS
Charles Graybiel

“Restorative Research and Rejuvenation in Africa” - seek to be mindful and bring peace to those within one’s surroundings by experiencing Africa

ANGOLA
MSD of Steuben County
Angola Middle School
Kristine McCain, Brian Miller and Janice Miller (with Marlene Ewen of Pleasant Lake Elementary)

“Trek From 30.6954° N, 88.0399° W To 30.6954° N, 88.0399° W: The Path of Freedom” - bicycle along the Path of Freedom that slaves traveled from Alabama to Canada striving to reach freedom

AVON
Avon Community School Corporation
Avon High School
Lisa Kern (2014)

“One Hundred Miles of Heritage” - hike and kayak 100 miles visiting European World Heritage sites to see how ecosystems shaped human cultures, how these sites may be affected by climate change and how they are protected
Catherine Lewis

“From Learning Alone to Francophone!” - escape the stress of everyday life to study the French language, then venture close encounters with French speakers

Matthew Payne

“Wonders of the West: Natural and Man-made Marvels Reveal Diverse Chemistry” - chronicle captivating changes in natural ecosystems in Crater Lake, Yellowstone and Yosemite National Parks; connect chemistry to modern engineering and offer students engaging analysis to reveal the diverse chemistry enabling these systems to thrive

BATESVILLE

Batesville Community Schools Corporation
Batesville Intermediate School
Kayla Pinckley

“Living in the Zone: A Search for Longevity” - visit an island in Italy to soak in a region that is home to the greatest concentration of centenarians in the world; hike, explore, eat and participate in the daily routines of the citizens of Sardinia, Italy to discover the secrets to living a healthier and happier life

BEDFORD

North Lawrence Community Schools
Bedford North Lawrence High School
Errin Layer

“From Bokeh to f64 across the American West” - connect meaningfully with family while using digital photography and multiple older film cameras on a journey to Yellowstone National Park

BLOOMFIELD

Bloomfield School District
Bloomfield High School
Julie Evans

“Finding and Nourishing Courage and Creativity Through the Magic of Harry Potter” - explore magical locations in Ireland, Scotland and England, which inspired author J.K. Rowling and build cross-curricular projects for students in a rural school’s makerspace

Eastern Greene Schools
Eastern Greene Middle School
Amy Goodwin (2014)

“A Quilter’s Quest in Majestic Mountains” - learn to create landscape quilts, combining interests in photography and quilting, while using Washington and Alaska parks as inspiration
BLOOMINGTON
Monroe County Community School Corporation
Bloomington High School South
Kirstin Milks

“Prosthetic Love Extensions: Fabricating Human-powered Animal Art to Motivate Empathy, Environmental Protection, and Climate Action” – apprentice in museum fabrication of human-powered animal puppets and sculptures as an artist-in-residence at Chicago’s Amalgam Incorporated and Pumping Station

Shannon Wenning

“Experiencing Endangered Animals and Reliving My Dreams, One Zoo at a Time” – rekindle a youthful dream of working in a zoo by visiting 25 different menageries around the United States

Highland Park Elementary School
Claire Clayton (2014)

“Ancient Ireland: In Search of the Thin Places” – study Ireland’s multitude of megalithic sites – the point where archeology, anthropology, astronomy, geology, geography, history, myth and folklore converge

Richland-Bean Blossom Community School Corporation
Edgewood Intermediate School
Andrew Scholl

“On the Road to Barbecue Heaven” – experience the best barbecue in the country, learn to create it and share the experience with other novice pit masters

BOONVILLE
Warrick County School Corporation
Loge Elementary School
Heather Warner (with Kristofer Warner of Newburgh Elementary School)

“A Japanese Foreign Exchange Experience” – a family visit to Japan to learn about its culture, family norms, beliefs, horticulture and educational practices; landscape a Japanese garden for relaxation at home

BRISTOL
Middlebury Community Schools
York Elementary School
Kathleen Huys

“Let’s Start at the Very Beginning” – trace the steps of three sets of great-grandparents from the beginning of their lives in northern Belgium through their immigration to the United States
BROWNSBURG
Brownsburg Community School Corporation
Brownsburg High School
Kimberly Lucas

“She Collects Sea Glass by the Seashore, Coast to Coast” – guided by the book, Gift from the Sea, collect sea glass on the United States East and West coasts, master stand-up paddle boarding and learn jewelry making techniques

CARMEL
Carmel Clay Schools
Clay Middle School
Brian McGuckin (2013)

“Landafraði mötar siðmenningu = Geography Shapes Civilization” – explore Iceland, the land of fire and ice, while creating primary source photography and video for visual storytelling; illustrate how landscape shapes life

CHESTERTON
Duneland School Corporation
Lei Sensibaugh

“Ad astra per aspera: Photographing the Light of the Past” – photograph the light of the past and explore the Hispanic and indigenous cultures of the American Southwest

COLUMBIA CITY
Whitley County Consolidated Schools
Indian Springs Middle School
Robert Ahlersmeyer (2014)

“Journey Across the Stars: Chronicling the Iconic Locations of the Most Influential and Transcendent Movie of All Time” – experience the iconic locales where the Star Wars movies were filmed in Europe and Africa

COLUMBUS
Bartholomew Consolidated School Corporation
Columbus East High School
Michael Walls

“Reef Visitation for Revivification” – SCUBA dive the Great Barrier Reef and sample some of the biodiversity Australia offers below and above sea level
Mt. Healthy Elementary School & L.F. Smith Elementary School
Courtney Foreman (with Jennifer Blasdel of Maxwell Intermediate School)

“Make Mine Mediterranean” – explore the Greek Islands and their unique and unspoiled landscape; learn their traditional diet and carry this healthy lifestyle back home to achieve and maintain wellness

Northside Middle School
Eleanora Freeman

“Indiana Anne Crosses the Pond to Uncover Geologic Gems” – travel to the Lake District in England and the Grand Canyon in the United States to experience the magnificence of Earth’s 4.6-billion-year history

CROWN POINT
Crown Point Community School Corporation
Crown Point High School
Lisa Keene

“Yerd: A Yearbook Nerd’s Epic Quest for Spiritual and Grammatical Enlightenment“ – experience heightened creativity at Sedona’s vortex sites to write a curriculum pack to teach grammar and literary devices

EDINBURGH
Edinburgh Community Schools
East Side Elementary
Amanda Poynter

“Sisterhood of the Traveling Hockey Skates” – find camaraderie and sisterhood of women around the world using the common language of ice hockey

EVANSVILLE
Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation
Benjamin Bosse High School
Kelsey Roth

“Half the Marathon, Double the Views” – hike Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks, and complete a half marathon in Grand Teton National Park

Central High School
Tammy Shelley

“Get Your Revive on I-95: Exploring Early American History Through Literature and Culture Along the East Coast” – explore American literary history starting at Interstate 95 in Washington D.C. and ending in Maine
McCutchanville Elementary School
Jennifer Pickles

“Gaining Global Perspective: Stepping into a Renewed Mindset” – visit a school in Sfax, Tunisia to gain new cultural perspective; immerse in daily life with a family in Aix-en-Provence, France

Stockwell Elementary School
Maria Coello-Biarnes

“Camino de Santiago: A Quest for Roots, Identity, and Inner Growth” – with family, complete a long walking pilgrimage through Spain in search of connection to ancestral roots and culture, as well as growth in mindfulness and deep presence

FISHERS
Hamilton Southeastern Schools
Fishers High School
Lance Kuhn

“The Chemistry of a More Sustainable World” – merge two interests of growing food and enjoying nature, to physically and mentally renew

FLORA
Carroll Consolidated Schools
Carroll Elementary School
Jana Conn

“In Vito Veritas: Getting More Seasons from the Vine” – study and learn viticulture, harvest and winemaking to better appreciate the agriculture life in a rural community

FORT WAYNE
East Allen County Schools
East Allen University Early College
Shannon Eichenauer

“Healing, Hiking & Writing: Creativity and Mental Health” – honor the importance of healing through nature, hiking, and writing in United States National Parks

Fort Wayne Community Schools
Fort Wayne Virtual Academy
Jaron Mann

“A Novel Idea: To Walk in the Footsteps of Greatness” – explore historical landmarks and artifacts important to canonical British Literature
Northwest Allen County Schools
Maple Creek Middle School
Kara Harding

“Legendary Ladies of Science” - journey to locations within the United Kingdom and France to study and learn of the contributions of some of history’s most noteworthy female scientists

Southwest Allen County Schools
Homestead High School
Justin Peeper (2011)

“The Road Home: A Journey Across Spain to Reunite with Family” - travel to Spain for a four-week sojourn to explore new places, return to old haunts, trek 100 miles on a pilgrimage, and reunite with Spanish family

GAS CITY
Mississinewa Community Schools
Northview Elementary School
Michelle Neal

“Broken and Reformed: A Journey in Glass” - learn about glass art for a year, then take a cross-country train through the northern United States to Pilchuck Glass School in Seattle

GREENCASTLE
South Putnam Community School Corporation
South Putnam Middle & High School
Amanda King

“Anchorage Away: An Alaskan Road Trip Adventure” - renew a love of the outdoors through hiking in northern United States national parks, exploring and photographing glaciers and recording the lakes and ocean

GREENSBURG
Greensburg Community School Corporation
Greensburg High School
Kelly Sparks

“Diving in to Discover the Treasures of the Ocean” - experience the ocean's wonder through the lens of a camera with different photo angles, lighting and composition

GREENTOWN
Eastern Howard School Corporation
Eastern High School
Michelle Larson
“An Ironman Triathlon Fit for a Spanish Culture Enthusiast” – complete an international Ironman triathlon across a variety of Spanish-speaking countries by swimming 2.4 miles in Tulum, Mexico, running a full marathon in Madrid, Spain and cycling more than 112 miles throughout the Costa Rican countryside

GREENWOOD
Clark-Pleasant Community School Corporation
Clark-Pleasant Middle School
Jeffery Stanley

“Embracing a New Path!” – learn to embrace change through new experiences to help reflect on the fulfillment of hopes and ambitions and the opportunities still ahead

INDIANAPOLIS
Brebeuf Jesuit Preparatory School
Stacy Hennessy

“From Devastating Loss to New Life: Journeying in the Bardo” – make a pilgrimage into spiritual awakening on the Camino de Santiago, engaging with ‘the bardo’ as a tool for wisdom and understanding

Cathedral High School
Lizabeth Bradshaw

“A Bibliophile’s Adventure: Reliving the Stories and Scenes of Childhood” – visit the settings and birthplaces of favorite young reader books set in England and France

Goodwill Education Initiatives
The Excel Center University Heights
Holly Hathaway Thompson

“My Myanmar: Exploring the Stories and Sights of Burma, the Golden Country” – connect with Burmese students by listening to and documenting personal accounts from Burmese immigrants and traveling to Myanmar to photograph and witness life in their homeland

Indianapolis Public Schools
Arsenal Technical High School
Nikia Garland

“Lean In – I Have a Story to Tell: Renewing, Reframing, and Reclaiming Myself Through the Oral Traditions of Africa” – explore parts of Africa, walk the footsteps of ancestors, learn ancestral stories from the Maasai tribe in Kenya and the Ashanti in Ghana to share with students, and study the oral traditions of the region
Center for Inquiry School 27
Ellie Pierce

“Sheep to Shawl: Following the Fiber Arts Trail” – a mother and daughter explore the fiber arts of the Midwest from sheep shearing to spinning, crocheting and sewing

Harshman Magnet Middle School
Ella Hereth

“Immersion in the Mayan Yucatan: Ancient Ruins and Modern Customs” – examine a life-long interest in ancient civilizations and archeology by visiting Mayan ruins in the Yucatan; learn about Mayan history while visiting modern Mayan villages

Impact Academy 2 -- Neurodiagnostic Institute
Stacy Wilkison

“Mind (Meditation) + Body (Yoga) + Soul (Waterfalls) = Personal Renewal” - travel and experience natural waterfalls on the big island of Hawaii; study meditation, the art of breathing, and yoga in all aspects of life

Christian Park School 8
Michael McFadden

“What’s New Buenos Aires?” – immerse in Argentinian life by attending Spanish classes to become bilingual; explore the beauty of Argentina

Shortridge High School
Jessica Carlson

“Exploring & Hiking My Way to Sustained Health and Personal Restoration” – take a road trip in a father’s 1982 Volkswagen Westfalia to Alaska to observe wildlife, fish, cook over an open fire and sleep under the stars

Dennis Thomas

“Intergenerational Wanderlust” – travel in a 1978 Volkswagen Westfalia to visit the family homestead, now a dude ranch, outside of scenic South Dakota to reconnect to family heritage and history

International School of Indiana
Ellery Diaz

“Intrepid Artist Heads West” – adventure through the western United States driving a campervan visiting land art pieces, museums and friends; create new art and strengthen creative practice
MSD Lawrence Township
Amy Beverland Elementary
Tamara Shepherd

“Revitalization Through the Art of Yoga” – provide a greater sense of self creativity, passion and skills to instruct students with special needs by obtaining an accreditation in children’s yoga

Belzer Middle School
Julia Majercak (2011)

“Magic, Myths, Monsters and Me: A Behind the Scenes Look at Latinx Stories for School-aged Readers, Viewers and Gamers” – film on-location book talks in central Texas, the borderlands and parts of Mexico for popular books, graphic novels, comics, animation and video games by Latinx authors and creators who use their cultural experiences and historical knowledge to connect and engage youth, especially students who share this common ancestry

MSD of Pike Township
New Augusta Public Academy North
Christina Allegree (2014)

“Art in America: A Study of American Artists and Art Across Our Country” – travel across the country to participate in a variety of art workshops to renew a love of art making and stimulate creativity in the classroom

MSD of Warren Township
Warren Central High School
Sarah Waggoner

“The Story is in the Rock: Active in Nature” – actively explore geologic features through North America to renew an interest in geology and share a commitment to conservation with Earth science students

Grassy Creek Elementary
Kelly Forey

“Seas-ing” the Day: A Counselor’s First Time Cruise to Reset in the Rugged Beauty of Alaska” – unplug and immerse in Alaska’s vast beauty, connect with nature and learn about the local culture

MSD Washington Township
North Central High School
Jill Thrasher-Reid

“Sometimes I Wonder What It’s Like...” – explore two francophone countries in Africa, discovering the unique cultural landscapes of Morocco and Senegal
The Oaks Academy
Andrew Hart

“Roaming into My English Heritage” – walk renowned English public footpaths, engage in local conversation and encounter the character of England through the legally recognized ‘right to roam’

The Oaks Academy Middle School
Jason Kahl

“A Day in the Life” – visit the childhood homes of the Beatles, locations that inspired their compositions, and famous locations related to the band, inspiring creative music composition in folk rock

The Oaks Academy-Brookside
Brett Black

“Waves, Canyons and Verse” – hike in the Santa Monica Mountains and learn to surf at Point Dume; carve out focused contemplative time for free verse poetry and literature

Perry Township Schools
Southport 6th Grade Academy
Tonya Goss

“Let the Games Begin in Athens and Rome!” – travel to Greece and Italy to investigate the daily lives of ancient people through physical activities such as Olympic group training, Roman Gladiator camp and climbing Mt. Olympus

JEFFERSONVILLE
Greater Clark County Schools
Wilson Elementary School
April Holder

“Disney Inspired Leader Animates Learning with Creativity and Magic” – find inspiration through creativity, animation and planning, Disney-style

KOKOMO
Kokomo School Corporation
Central Middle International School
Thomas Perry

“Transformation Through Travel, Gastronomy and Contemplation” – transform through exercising, cooking new cuisines, internationally traveling and practicing contemplation
The Excel Center
The Excel Center - Kokomo
Elizabeth Milam

“Celtic Cast’aye’way: An English Teacher Explores the British Isles” – explore the British Isles, creating photo stories and journaling

LAKE STATION
Lake Station Community Schools
Thomas Edison Jr./Sr. High School
Christina Elizondo

“This Won’t Be My Last Rodeo: Preserving the Memories of My Father through Charreadas, Music, and Dance” – visit ranches in Texas and Tennessee to re-experience the heritage and beautiful memories of childhood

MARTINSVILLE
MSD of Martinsville
John R. Wooden Middle School
Christa Mathews

“Exploring American Waters from Shore to Shore” – push comfort zones by kayaking, paddleboarding, snorkeling, scuba diving, rafting and collecting data as a citizen scientist from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean

MAXWELL
Greenfield Central School Corporation
Maxwell Intermediate School
Jennifer Blasdel (with Courtney Foreman of Mt. Healthy Elementary School & L.F. Smith Elementary School)

“Make Mine Mediterranean” – meander the Greek Islands and their unique and unspoiled landscape; learn the traditional local diet, regarded as one of the healthiest on the planet to achieve and maintain wellness

MICHIGANTOWN
Clinton Central School Corporation
Clinton Central Junior/Senior High School
Alexis Atkisson

“Renewal Through Coral Restoration” – become a certified scuba diver and travel to the island of Roatan, Honduras to participate in their Coral Reef Restoration Program and explore the reef

MOORESVILLE
Mooresville Consolidated School Corporation
Paul Hadley Middle School
Crystal Davis

“The Mountains are Calling – Looking Deep into Nature” – seek solitude, self-renewal and an extended time of reflection on an ancestral farm in the Appalachian Mountains of southeastern Kentucky

MUNCIE
Delaware Community Schools
Royerton Elementary School
Jennifer Joslin

“Peace Like a River - Finding Rest and Restoration Through Water Adventures” – explore the natural waterways of United States National Parks in the western and southwestern U.S., both on foot and by kayak, while photographing the unique landforms, people and wildlife

NASHVILLE
Brown County Schools
Brown County Middle School
Jane Phillips (2011)

“Sacred Grounds and Broken Promises” – study the effect of the Grand Coulee Dam on the Colville and Spokane tribes by following the path taken by Woody Guthrie as he penned commissioned songs for his New Deal Project

NEW HAVEN
Central Lutheran School
Amanda Sorg

“Hit the Trail: From Independence, Missouri to Oregon City, Oregon” – bring family history to life by traveling the Oregon Trail to experience the sights, struggles and beauties that awaited early settlers

East Allen County Schools
New Haven Intermediate
Sarah Heath

“Connecting with My Son and His Grandparents Around the World” – reconnect with family after experiencing major trauma while recharging together

NEWBURGH
Diocese of Evansville
Saint John the Baptist Catholic School
Trisha Memmer

Warrick County School Corporation
Newburgh Elementary School
Kristofer Warner (with Heather Warner of Loge Elementary School)

“A Japanese Foreign Exchange Experience” – a family visit to Japan to learn about its culture, family norms, beliefs, horticulture and educational practices; landscape a Japanese garden for relaxation at home

NOBLESVILLE
Public School
Noblesville High School
John Smith (2013)

“Exploring Dad’s WWII History” – visit and experience the places a father risked his life while defending the United States during World War II

OSGOOD
Jac-Cen-Del School Corporation
Jac-Cen-Del High School
Stacy Gray (2009)

“Let’s ‘Peace’ It Together” – learn how to unite differences among communities with collaborative mosaics based on the education of a Mexican mosaic mural making retreat, traveling to the Magic Mosaic Garden and railroading to New York City

OSSIAN
Northern Wells Community Schools
Norwell Middle School
Kristine Everett and Karrie Hamilton (2014)

“One Sister’s Picture Is Worth Her Sister’s Thousand Words” – two sisters chronicle a shared expedition to experience the wonders of the world in Europe, Hawaii, Utah and Arizona

Holly Kimball

“Earth Shattering Experiences in the Land of Fire and Ice” – bring a variety of natural Icelandic phenomena and topography experiences into a rural Indiana classroom

PARKER CITY
Monroe Central School Corporation
Monroe Central Jr-Sr High School
Jenna González de la Vega

“Old World to New: A Cultural Conquest” – travel to Madrid, Spain and Guadalajara, Mexico to investigate the glories of the Spanish culture reflected in architecture, cuisine, kingdoms, conquests and colonization
PLEASANT LAKE
MSD of Steuben County
Pleasant Lake Elementary
Marlene Ewen (with Kristine McCain, Brian Miller and Janice Miller of Angola Middle School)

“Trek From 30.6954° N, 88.0399° W To 30.6954° N, 88.0399° W: The Path of Freedom” – bicycle along the Path of Freedom that slaves traveled from Alabama to Canada striving to reach freedom

PORTAGE
Portage Township School District
Willowcreek Middle School
Debra Ekdahl

“Equine Therapy and Mindfulness in the Classroom” – volunteer on a rescue ranch and help to heal abused and neglected horses to develop compassion and empathy

PORTLAND
Jay School Corporation
Jay County High School
Joshua Gibson

“A Travel Guide to Cross Country Renewal…One Educator Getting That Much-Needed Renewal!” – reboot by traveling the route planned by a late mother through quirky and traditional Americana, beginning in Chicago and heading west

REDKEY
Jay School Corporation
Redkey Elementary
Kelly Bricker

“Exploring Art and Culture in New Mexico: Following Primitive Footsteps” – search for opportunities to enhance growth as an art teacher and artist by immersing in New Mexican art and history

RENSSELAER
Rensselaer Central School Corporation
Rensselaer Central High School
Daniel Hawthorne

“38 Days in the Wilderness: 500 Miles on the Appalachian Trail” – hike 500 miles of the Appalachian Trail with the goal of increasing gratitude
ROANOKE
Southwest Allen County Schools
Lafayette Meadows Elementary School
Abigail Scott

“Lessons from The Land Where People Forget to Die” – immerse in the community of Ikaria, Greece, exploring a culture that exemplifies longevity; learn plant-based cooking skills

RUSSIAVILLE
Western School Corporation
Western High School
Luke Waitt

“To the Fields and to the Streets” – embark on a journey across Europe while creating educational videos from major sites two world wars, from the beaches of Normandy to the fields of Somme

SHARPSVILLE
Tri-Central Community Schools
Tri-Central Community Schools Middle School
Shari DeLong

“Full STEAM Abroad” – explore historical sites and museums across Europe, following in the footsteps of great scientists and artists

SHERIDAN
Sheridan Community Schools
Sheridan High School
Mary Dillon

“Wine Not? Enhancement of the Palate and the Neurons One Wine Region at a Time” – investigate the Piedmont and Tuscan wine regions of Italy, as well as Sonoma, California to learn the science, art and technology behind winemaking

SPEEDWAY
School Town of Speedway
Speedway Junior High School
Maria Bailey

“Viaje, Baila, Habla” – explore Costa Rica and Panama to re-learn Spanish and immerse in the cultures of Latin America
TELL CITY
Tell City-Troy Township Public School Corporation
Tell City Jr-Sr High School
Angela Hilgenhold

“Donde me Encuentro de Nuevo - En España” - renew a long interest in the Spanish language and culture while traversing and photographing the country of Spain

THORNTOWN
Western Boone County Community School District
Western Boone Jr-Sr High School
Tricia Skibbe

“Crimes, Culprits and Clues: Investigating the Lives and Works of Three British Mystery Writers” - immerse in British mysteries from favorite writers, their famous detectives and timeless stories

TIPTON
Tipton Community School Corporation
Tipton Elementary School
Janet Whitlock

“Menopause, Midlife, Motorcycles, Mountains, Mandalas, Mosaics, Meditation & More” - explore several outlets, creative and curious, to aid traversing the treacherous trail of menopause, midlife and a long overdue need for resetting

WAKARUSA
Wa-Nee School Corporation
NorthWood Middle School
Stephen Sherk

“Capturing the Wonders of America Through the Five Senses: An RV Experience” - travel across America experiencing wonderful landscapes and creative cuisine

WESTFIELD
Westfield Washington Schools
Maple Glen Elementary School
Mitzi Johnson

“The 3 Rs - Refresh, Rejuvenate and Renew - Continuing the Learning Journey” - participate in a six-day, silent retreat incorporating contemplation, meditation, yoga and breathing techniques
WHITELAND
Clark-Pleasant Community School Corporation
Whiteland Community High School
Peter Sampson (2013)

“Beyond the Folk Song: The Next Chapter” – explore Scottish and French folk songs through the lenses of the culture, landscape and history of Scotland and France

WINAMAC
Eastern Pulaski Community School Corporation
Winamac Community High School
Amy Booker

“Driving Tour of Literary England” – tour England by driving to the settings of the major works that are taught in high school literature and dual-credit courses

ZIONSVILLE
Zionsville Community Schools
Union Elementary School
Lora Karnuta

“How Nature can Nurture: A Quest to Experience and Practice Friluftsliv” – gain a deeper understanding of the Norwegian concept of friluftsliv, which translates as ‘free air life’ and describes the strong connection that Norwegians have with nature

Zionsville Middle School
Ashley Murray and Christopher Murray

“From Bird to Song: Exploring Acadia, Olympic, Everglades and Big Bend National Parks” – combine interests in nature and music by exploring four different United States national parks of varied biomes to observe and incorporate different birds’ songs in a commissioned, multi-movement work for band and orchestra students